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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Shirley Williams 
University of Reading  
UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Nov-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting and timely piece of work capturing a snapshot 
of awareness and use of MOOCs by medical students in Egypt, 
during the academic year 2013/14.  
There are a few minor things that need to be addressed before 
publication:  
1) There is no indication as to how ten medical schools were 
selected, it would be acceptable if these are a convenience sample.  
2) There is a need for careful proof reading, for example 
“percentage” is misspelt on page 11.  
3) Figures 2 and 3 are not visible. 

 

REVIEWER Neil Mehta 
Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 10-Nov-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS 1. The Ref#3 is NY Times not New York Journal as you state in line 
23 of Introduction page  
2. Some sentences may need to be reworded for better English - 
e.g. Line 18 "discussion forums to talk over course..." or line 45 
"There are uprising discussions..." or line 35 in Methods "response 
distribution of 50%" or line 11 on page 21/32 "is in pervasive in 
online education..."  
3. Since the instrument was used in the paper format for folks who 
did not have access to the Internet, was the paper format of 
questionnaire also piltoed?  
4. The branching logic of the survey raises some concerns -  
- You ask about barriers to enrollment in only those who have heard 
about MOOCs but not enrolled. Difficulties in enrolling for those who 
did enroll would also have been useful to know.  
- A question like "Did you try to enroll?" would have been a good 
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intermediate question. Right now it seems the survey does not 
distinguish between people who were not interested in enrolling vs. 
those who tried and were unsuccessful.  
- figures 2 and 3 appears as just big black boxes.  
4. You state that if students were not aware of MOOCs they got 
clarification on this and then there was a difference among medical 
schools in subsequent interest in participating. Can you explain how 
this clarification was provided? Was it an online description? How 
did the students doing a paper survey get this?  
 
The fact that >80 percent of people who had not heard of MOOCs 
were interested in participating after learning about them, makes one 
wonder if those who stated that they had heard about MOOCs have 
the correct impression of what they are. I think you lost an important 
opportunity to ask this group if they tried to enroll if is not, why not. 
This might have revealed important perceptions that might have 
helped to develop solutions. This question should have been asked 
before "Did you enroll" question.  
 
Overall, this study gives us useful insight into the awareness and 
use of MOOCs in one country in Africa. While this may not be 
representative of the rest of the continent it highlights the importance 
of broadband connectivity if MOOCs are expected to solve the 
problem of access to education in third world countries. The fact that 
most students learned about MOOCs outside of school and 
participated in them from home reveals that significant changes 
need to occur at the level of medical school curriculum design and 
faculty beliefs about use of elearning - that is assuming MOOCs 
would improve education outcomes. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name Shirley Williams  

Institution and Country University of Reading  

UK  

competing interests or state: None declared  

 

C1: There is no indication as to how ten medical schools were selected; it would be acceptable if 

these are a convenience sample:  

 

R1: We have selected our sample through simple random sampling technique out of the 19 medical 

schools in Egypt. We made this clearer in the revised manuscript.  

 

C2: There is a need for careful proof reading, for example “percentage” is misspelt on page 11.  

 

R2: We fixed this error and made exhaustive proof-reading by four members of our team and 

externally. (Please re-check the manuscript after proof-reading).  

 

C3: Figures 2 and 3 are not visible.  

 

R3: It seems that unfortunately there was a problem in rendering our files. We made sure that the new 

revised version contains clear copies of our figures that are rendered in a right way.  

 

 

Reviewer Name Neil Mehta  

Institution and Country Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine  
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USA  

competing interests: None  

 

 

C1: The Ref#3 is NY Times not New York Journal as you state in line 23 of Introduction page  

 

R1: We corrected this error.  

 

C2: Some sentences may need to be reworded for better English - e.g. Line 18 "discussion forums to 

talk over course..." or line 45 "There are uprising discussions..." or line 35 in Methods "response 

distribution of 50%" or line 11 on page 21/32 "is in pervasive in online education..."  

 

R2: We re-worded the required sentences (see manuscript page 7, 9, 21).  

 

C3: Since the instrument was used in the paper format for folks who did not have access to the 

Internet, was the paper format of questionnaire also piltoed?  

 

R2: The paper version did not undergo pilot testing as it contained the same version as online in 

content and layout. In the questions that had branching logic, we added statements what student 

should do at the end of each question. In addition, one of our team was present at each faculty to 

answer any questions regarding branching logic. Only about three to five students had problems.  

 

The total number of paper/online versions received 170/2106 (6.7%), from which only 57/456 (12.5%) 

knew about MOOCs, 8/136 (6%) enrolled and only 1/25 (4%) completed courses.  

 

C4: The branching logic of the survey raises some concerns -  

- You ask about barriers to enrollment in only those who have heard about MOOCs but not enrolled. 

Difficulties in enrolling for those who did enroll would also have been useful to know.  

 

R4: In our study, we have covered two types of limitations: enrolment and completion limitations. The 

enrolment limitations assessed the limitations that faced students who knew about MOOCs but did 

not enroll in any course (N=320). We have also assessed the limitations that faced students who 

enrolled (either they completed or did not complete courses) (n=136) to know the completion 

limitations. We asked nearly the same questions (three questions more in completion) and compared 

the two results in Figure 3. We think that the problem with figures in our previous manuscript might 

have rendered these data unclear. However, we hope that solving the problem with our figures in the 

new revised version could yield data about this point more clear.  

 

 

C5: A question like "Did you try to enroll?" would have been a good intermediate question. Right now 

it seems the survey does not distinguish between people who were not interested in enrolling vs. 

those who tried and were unsuccessful.  

 

 

R5: If Dr Neil means with "trying" the problems in the enrolling process itself (registering in websites, 

following instructions, etc), we unfortunately did not cover that point directly. However, this point can 

be expected indirectly from the students’ assessment of points of (difficulty of language and computer 

literacy) (Figure 3) that are main causes in any failure in registration process. Further studies may be 

needed to cover the point of interest of students who knew and did not enrol to differentiate between 

interest or failure in registration in the future as we unfortunately did not cover in this study as we did 

not take note of while designing the questionnaire.  
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C6: Figures 2 and 3 appear as just big black boxes  

 

R6: It seems that unfortunately there was a problem in rendering our files. We made sure that the new 

revised version contains clear copies of our figures that are rendered in a right way.  

 

C7: You state that if students were not aware of MOOCs they got clarification on this and then there 

was a difference among medical schools in subsequent interest in participating. Can you explain how 

this clarification was provided? Was it an online description? How did the students doing a paper 

survey get this?  

 

R7: We made the same following statement in both online and written version; If you knew that 

MOOCs is a system that provides scientific courses in different disciplines by specialists from top 

universities worldwide for no or low fees through the internet, would you like to participate? 
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